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MotivationMotivation

False path elimination
Reduction of logic stages
Floorplan improvement
Use of custom macro
Block pin adjustment
Cell sizing
Reduction of buffers
Buffer insertion
Fanout splitting
Use of wide wires
Clock skew tuning
Placement improvement
Logic restructuring
Use of Low Vth macro
Pin permutation

Design start

Path delay between FFs

target

Techniques of 
delay improvement Tape-out

Start Tape-out

Logical and physical designs are 
tuned to the last pico-second!

It is meaningful to provide designers of high performance 
microprocessors with new methods to improve delay.

Diagonal routing
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Motivation (ContMotivation (Cont’’d)d)
Difficulty of diagonal routing in LSI design

Our approach

A diagonal routing technique that uses diagonal wiring 
is partially applied to critical nets.
Limited usage of diagonal wires minimizes the 
enhancement needed for the existing CAD system.

The difficulty lies in to support diagonal routing in all 
related CAD tools such as routing, timing analysis, 
noise analysis, layout verification and manufacturing 
data generation.
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Effect estimation Effect estimation -- theoreticaltheoretical
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Routing length of a net
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Effect estimation Effect estimation -- actualactual

DiagonalManhattan

Unit: grid

5173,5734,090Average net length

3,265,24422,569,95425,835,198Total length

differenceDiagonalManhattan

The two lengths are compared for 6,000 long distance 
nets in the actual design. The net length is reduced by 
about 12% on average by diagonal routing.
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Effect estimation Effect estimation -- delaydelay
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Diagonal
ManhattanDiagonal routing can 

reduce the net length 
by about 20% in this 
case. 

When a net length is 1500, the improvement of delay is 
about 7 pico-seconds.
The improvement is larger when a diagonal routing is 
applied to a longer net. 

Effective!
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Implementation StrategyImplementation Strategy
We made these modifications with a target completion 
deadline of at most six months.
This new diagonal routing function is added to our current 
design methodology.
We need to implement a diagonal 
routing with the minimum 
development cost.
A diagonal routing is implemented 
by the simple two steps.

Step 1 Route search in 45-
degree routing layer.

Step 2 Connections between 
a diagonal trunk and 
other pins.
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Routing algorithmRouting algorithm

Diagonal_routing(P)
flag = Routable_check(P)
if flag == FALSE {
W,V = Manhattan_routing(P)

}
else {
S = Steiner_generation(P)
R = Make_receiver_group(S)
D = Select_driver(P)
Wdiag = Diagonal_search(D,R)
Wires,Vias = Manhattan_routing(P,Wdiag)

}
return(Wires,Vias)

end

Diagonal_search(D,R)
L = Diagonal_length(D,R)
if ( L <  a  ) then
return(NONE)

}
else {
x = Horizontal_distance(D,R)
y = Vertical_distance(D,R)
if ( x > y ) {
diag_wire = Horizontal_search(D,R)

}
else {
diag_wire = Vertical_search(D,R)

}
return(diag_wire)

}
} Vertical search

(a)

(d)

(b)
(c)

D

R

Horizontal search

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

D

R

D

R

R

R

Pseudo code

Routable check

Diagonal search
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Share with Manhattan routingShare with Manhattan routing

Layer n Layer n+1

2)Manhattan router routes.

1)A diagonal wire is routed first.

3)Regular nets use channels.

45 and 135 degree layers are assigned to upper layers,
which have smaller wire resistance.
Channels left unused on those layers are used to route 
regular nets with a conventional Manhattan routing. 
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Capacitance extractionCapacitance extraction

1

2

3

3

4

5

5
1

Gap between Manhattan wires : 1 gird*N
Gap between Diagonal wires :  1/SQRT(2) grid*N

1 gridAdditional capacitance table

Search for adjacent wires

If N is even, the search point lies 
on the regular grid. 
If N is odd, the search point does 
not lie on a regular grid. Then, two 
regular grid points nearest to the 
search point are checked.

1/SQRT(2) grid
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Development scheduleDevelopment schedule
Since it is necessary to complete all modifications within 
six months, we developed according to the following 
schedule.

1

CAD Database
Interactive layout editor
Auto router
Capacitance extraction
Noise analysis
DRC/LVS *1

Enhanced tools             Engineers

Applied to actual design

2
1
3
3
2
2

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

*1 This includes rule modification for Calibre from Mentor Graphics. 

Total man-power is about 30 man-months.
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Applied prototype chipApplied prototype chip

[1] Takumi Maruyama, "SPARC64 VI: Fujitsu's Next Generation Processor",
presented at the microprocessor forum, 2003.

To verify:
- MTP architecture
- 90nm technology
- major custom designs

Prototype MTP chip [1]

Diagonal wires
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Diagonal wiresDiagonal wires

Next slide

Comparison between diagonal and Manhattan

Diagonal Manhattan
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Diagonal wires (contDiagonal wires (cont’’d)d)

Next page
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Diagonal wires (contDiagonal wires (cont’’d)d)

Diagonal wires

Connection between a driver
and a diagonal trunk
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Effects Effects -- lengthlength
Net length reduction
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Reduced by 36%

Diagonal routing reduces the net length by about 36% on average.
This 36% exceeds theoretical maximum value 29.3%. The reason 
is that the total detour of the net with a diagonal routing is smaller 
than that with the Manhattan routing.
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Effects Effects -- delaydelay
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Path delay reduction
When a diagonal routing is applied to a critical path, path delay is 
improved by up to about 14 pico-seconds per net on a path. This 
improvement is more than the delay of a gate with no load. 
The average improvement is about 6 pico-seconds.

Maximum 14.5ps
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Effects Effects -- noisenoise
Noise reduction
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Average -15%

Cross-talk reduction

Coupling capacitance that can cause cross-talk noise is less when 
diagonal routing is applied. This is due to the associated reduction 
of net length.
we can expect overall cross-talk is reduced by about 15%.
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ConclusionsConclusions

To increase the number of nets to which we can apply diagonal 
routing, further enhancements are needed, such as automatic net 
selection and floorplanning & cell placement that make diagonal 
routing more effective.

Conclusions

Future work

A new diagonal routing function is added to our current design 
methodology within a short period.
We provide microprocessor designers with diagonal routing 
capability as a new means to improve path delay.
We applied a diagonal routing to an actual prototype chip of a 
microprocessor with two CPU cores. We were able to reduce the net 
length by 36% per net on average, and path delay by up to 14 pico-
seconds.


